As the nation struggles with the ongoing COVID‐19 pandemic, nonprofits across the country are being called upon to meet the surging needs of those newly unemployed and seeking resources, whether it\'s rent assistance, help paying utility bills, food and medicine, or other essentials. Corporate foundations and giving departments have stepped up in the wake of the disease\'s spread, providing large sums of cash assistance as well as in‐kind donations like surgical masks, hand sanitizers and other goods that are in need across the country. But companies can also offer a number of other resources their nonprofit partners need and can benefit from as the current crisis goes on, and in the months and years to come.

According to the Taproot Foundation, which helps companies develop customized skills‐based employee volunteer programs, companies can apply their business expertise to help charities on a number of fronts, including: **Crafting crisis communications.** According to Taproot, some nonprofits---especially smaller ones---lack trained communications teams that can skillfully maintain communications and public relations that appropriately balance tone, brevity and timing. Such skills are standard in a corporate PR department and can easily be deployed on the part of nonprofit partners, who will benefit from a crisis communications strategy and ongoing communications plan that keeps stakeholders informed and engaged, the organization said.**Shifting to virtual program delivery.** According to Taproot, many charities could benefit from corporate IT, marketing and design support that would enable them to convert their in‐person content and programming to a virtual/digital format. Companies can also offer strategy consulting to identify the best options, and product management insights to plan and implement the transition, Taproot said.**Creative fundraising campaigns.** As "shelter in place" and social distancing decrees stretched across the country, numerous charitable fundraising events were postponed or canceled outright, leaving nonprofits in a lurch. Companies can help these charities transition their in‐person events into virtual programs, as well as devise compelling messaging and creative social media strategies that support these new web‐based campaigns and keep supporters engaged and contributing to the organizations, Taproot said.**Financial reforecasting.** Fundraising revenues are likely to take a hit at nonprofit organizations of all stripes, at least in the near term. Corporations can help charities weather the most immediate financial challenges and adequately plan for their own economic recovery via the same kinds of financial assessments and forecasting models they use in the business world.**Updating human resources policies.** Thanks to the pandemic, many organizations---out of necessity---have asked their workers to do their jobs from home offices instead of company facilities. But telecommuting has its own challenges from an HR standpoint. According to Taproot, nonprofits can use an array of corporate support in this area, such as identifying the necessary policies and procedures to help employees work effectively in this new environment and establishing new protocols for the safety of their employees and clients.

*For more information visit* <https://taprootfoundation.org>.
